The interaction between microscopic particles has always been a fascinating and intriguing area of science. Direct interrogation of such interactions is often difficult or impossible. Structured electromagnetic systems offer a rich toolkit for mimicking and reproducing the key dynamics that governs the microscopic interactions, and thus provide an avenue to explore and interpret the microscopic phenomena. In particular, metamaterials offer the freedom to artificially tailor light-matter coupling and to control the interaction between unit cells in the metamaterial array. Here we demonstrate a terahertz metamaterial that mimics spin-related interactions of microscopic particles in a 2D lattice via complex electromagnetic multipole interactions within the metamaterial array. Fano resonances featured by distinct mode properties due to strong nearestneighbor interactions are discussed that draw parallels with the 2D Ising model. Interestingly, a hyperfine Fano splitting spectrum is observed by manipulating the 2D interactions without applying external magnetic or electric fields, which provides a
reproducing the key dynamics that governs the microscopic interactions, and thus provide an avenue to explore and interpret the microscopic phenomena. In particular, metamaterials offer the freedom to artificially tailor light-matter coupling and to control the interaction between unit cells in the metamaterial array. Here we demonstrate a terahertz metamaterial that mimics spin-related interactions of microscopic particles in a 2D lattice via complex electromagnetic multipole interactions within the metamaterial array. Fano resonances featured by distinct mode properties due to strong nearestneighbor interactions are discussed that draw parallels with the 2D Ising model.
Interestingly, a hyperfine Fano splitting spectrum is observed by manipulating the 2D interactions without applying external magnetic or electric fields, which provides a 2 passive multispectral platform for applications in super-resolution imaging, biosensing, and selective thermal emission. The dynamic approach to reproduce the static interaction between microscopic particles would enable more profound significance in exploring the unknown physical world by the macroscopic analogues.
Interaction between large aggregates of particles lies at the heart of our understanding of complex macroscopic behaviors exhibited by solids, gases, and fluids near phase transitions.
[1] Models of particle interactions provide a framework for study and classification of critical phenomena, and are thus important in modelling a wide variety of scenarios ranging from solid state physics to high-energy physics, biology of complex systems, and even economics. [2] One of the simplest models that captures a significant share of dynamics of this kind is the two-dimensional (2D) Ising model [3] : a 2D lattice of particles which have a 'spin', i.e. a magnetic dipole moment. The energy of this system depends on the orientation of different spins relative to each other as well as relative to an externally applied magnetic field. The analytical description of the basic 2D Ising model has been available since 1944, [4] but the model remains of interest both in the context of understanding properties of Ising models in higher dimensions, as well as describing 2D Ising-like systems with complex interactions that are not captured by the analytical description. In this work we show how metamaterials, a class of man-made electromagnetic media, can be used to mimic and therefore experimentally explore the properties of 2D Ising models.
Metamaterials are artificial media created by patterning unit cells on the scale smaller than the target wavelength of the electromagnetic excitation. [5, 6] Here we investigate metamaterials composed of terahertz asymmetric split ring resonators (TASR) housed on a low-loss dielectric substrate, as shown in Fig. 1a . Each TASR is a metallic square with split gaps at the top and bottom sides. The top split is displaced horizontally from 4 the vertical line of symmetry of TASR with a distance d, therefore, the TASR is split into two metallic segments of different length. Due to asymmetry in segment length, incident light at normal direction polarized along the metallic segments (y-axis in Fig.   1a ) can excite anti-symmetric current oscillations in the two segments. This is known as a trapped mode resonance [7] as well as Fano resonance. [8] [9] [10] At the Fano resonance, the anti-symmetric current oscillations minimize the energy lost to free space, resulting in a narrow resonance mode. [7] All the discussion in this work will center on responses of TASR metamaterials at the Fano resonance, and in particular on interactions between the individual TASR. We therefore introduce a convenient model of a single TASR operating at the trapped mode, as shown in Fig. 1b , which represents it as two electric dipoles and one magnetic dipole.
As discussed above, the Fano resonance corresponds to opposing current oscillations in the two metallic segments of each TASR, which would give rise to an out-of-plane magnetic dipole (Mz). In an asymmetric resonator, the Fano mode also corresponds to electric dipoles along y-axis (Py) as well as x-axis (Px), which arises due to lack of mirror symmetry in vertical axis. An important property of TASR metamaterials, at the Fano resonance, is that strong magnetic-dipole-mediated interactions between the neighboring TASRs lead to emergence of the so-called collective mode or cooperative resonance, [11] [12] [13] [14] where the whole metamaterial behaves as a single planar cavity (see . Drawing parallel with magnetic materials, we note that metamaterial S1 can be regarded as a representation of a ferromagnetic material, with magnetic dipoles of all domains (TASRs) pointing in the same direction, whilst the other three metamaterials (S2-S4) correspond to antiferromagnetic materials. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 1b and 1c, single TASR corresponds to both horizontal electric and out-of-plane magnetic 7 dipoles. The metamaterials S1-S4 are therefore metamaterial analogues of multiferroic materials. [15] The strong interactions between the unit cells (nearest-neighbor interaction) in TASR metamaterials [16] make it virtually impossible to use the hybridization approach [17] to explain how complex TASR metamaterial response arises out of dispersion properties of individual metallic segments. Instead, we analyze the resonant response based on interaction energy. The dynamics of each charged particle in the metamaterial is governed by the Lagrangian 
where α is related to electric dipole-dipole interaction energy and γ is related to magnetic dipole-dipole interaction energy between the TASRs. An additional frequency (Fig. 2b) is lower than that of S4 (Fig. 2d) metamaterial, yet the resonant frequency of S2 is higher than that of S4. Equation 2
therefore suggests that resonant frequency shift, and thus the nearest-neighbor unit cell interactions are dominated by near-field terms (related to higher order multipoles,
rather than by dipole-dipole interactions as is commonly assumed in case of asymmetric split ring metamaterials. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] The dominant role of the strong nearest-neighbor interaction also reflects on the tailoring of far-field radiation patterns via deploying the multipoles in different metamaterial configurations.
As presented in Fig. 1d , the resultant multipoles at the As for S2, a pair of anti-aligned magnetic dipoles, created by two co-planar current loops, corresponds to a superposition of a toroidal dipole [19] [20] [21] [22] and a magnetic quadrupole. It has also been shown that in case of planar metamaterials the substrate can act as an additional magnetic dipole, making the combination of two co-planar currents on the substrate, to respond predominantly as an in-plane toroidal dipole. [23] The two pairs of anti-aligned magnetic dipoles in supercell S2 therefore add up to a net toroidal dipole along the x-axis (Tx). It is verified from the multipole analysis where the suppression of Mz and enhancement of Tx accompanied with Q M are visualized. Note that electric dipole scattering far exceeds the scattering rate of all the other multipoles, and the toroidal dipole is orthogonal to electric dipole, the additional scattering through toroidal dipole and magnetic quadrupole therefore have negligible effect on radiation loss, hence the Q factor of S2 is almost the same as that of S1.
As illustrated in Fig. 2c for S3, the configuration of magnetic dipoles in the supercell is such that it gives rise to two pairs of toroidal dipoles at resonance. One pair is aligned along the y-axis, whilst the other lies along the x-axis. In both pairs the two individual toroidal dipoles oscillate in anti-phase, leading to net suppression of toroidal dipole both along the x-and the y-axis. This analysis is supported by the drop in the scattered power of toroidal dipole at resonance (see analysis in Fig. 2c ). The resultant experimental and simulated transmission spectra show that the Q factor is slightly increased (Q = 12.5 in experiment). The scattered power of multipoles also confirms that all the multipoles except electric dipole are suppressed which effectively reduces the radiative losses from these higher order multipoles, and thus resulting in the slightly increased Q factor of Fano resonance.
A more interesting scenario exists in S4, where the toroidal dipole along y axis (Ty) is enhanced. This toroidal dipole has the same orientation as the dominant electrical dipole Fano spectrum is clearly captured in simulations as shown in Fig. 3b , where the resonance dips coincide with the respective eigen Fano modes of supercells S1, S2, S3
and S4. We note that the resonance footprints in experiments are weaker than that in the simulated spectrum due to the finite unit cells (assuming infinite in simulations) under illumination in experiments and imperfection of fabricated samples (see supplementary materials). [14, 25] The dominant role of nearest-neighbor interaction between unit cells is clearly revealed in the asymmetric supercell S5 where all the possible interaction channels in a 2×2
supercell are activated simultaneously. Different electric and magnetic dipole distributions are resumed at the four resonance frequencies as indicated in Fig. 3c , that correspond to various multipole configurations. In addition to the first part of the Largangian that originates from the individual harmonic oscillator (ω0), nearestneighbor interaction under the Ising model analogue provides an extra freedom to engineer the mode properties through manipulating the spatial topology, and more promising phenomena could be predicted for higher order supercell arrangement as well as three-dimensional configuration.
Due to the low density of the "left" resonator in S5, the coupling strength of the four Fano modes to free space is relatively weak, [25, 26] leading to the difficulty in capturing the spectral features in experiments. One solution is by tailoring the gap displacement (d) that is readily accessed in the artificially designed metamaterial. The larger displacement of the gap would give rise to a stronger coupling of electric dipole to free space in the collectively oscillating mode, and thus result in a more pronounced spectral feature (see supplementary material). [27] The flexibility of metamaterials also reflects on the scalability of operation bands into infrared and visible regimes via tailoring the geometric size of unit cells, where the hyperfine Fano splitting could be applied for many valuable applications in biosensing, [28] imaging, [29] and selective thermal emitter. [30] Since Fano resonance has been demonstrated as an excellent platform for refractometric sensing, [28, 31] we summarized the performance of the four Fano modes in terms of sensitivity in Table 1 . We note that each mode reveals exclusive sensitivity and spectral quality factor mediated by various multipoles, which provides multispectral fingerprints and resolutions. super-resolution imaging, and multiband selective thermal emission. This work also demonstrates a potential path to investigate the microscopic static interactions between particles by using the macroscopic artificial electromagnetic resonators.
